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Forgotten Books, 2017. Hardback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New Book ***** Print
on Demand *****. Excerpt from Southern Bee Culture I had to brace it with two sticks to keep it
from tumbling over. I made some crude movable-frame hives (for I had not yet seen a patent
movable; frame hive). With this outfit I began bee - keeping anew, studying them by handling them
on their combs. My bee business began to grow; and after keeping bees thus for several years I
heard of a bee-keeper who had bought some patent factory made hives. I paid him a visit at once,
and I saw that the hives were just what I needed, so I bought a lot of them Next season I transferred
my bees into them. From the old crude hives I transfered bees and what I had on hand extra,
furnished me fuel during the summer and following winter. From the old decayed box hive my bee
business has spread until bee keeping is my business or sole occupation. Besides establishing five
apiaries of my own around in this section (as many bees as I can give proper atten tion to), I have
furnished foundation...
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Reviews
This is an incredible book that I have ever read through. It can be rally exciting throgh reading through time period. I discovered this publication from my i
and dad recommended this pdf to find out.
-- Friedrich Lynch DDS
This book might be worth a read, and superior to other. Of course, it really is engage in, still an interesting and amazing literature. It is extremely difficult to
leave it before concluding, once you begin to read the book.
-- Prof. Valentin Hane MD
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